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The MAK ONE Spring 2021 release is here!
We’re excited to introduce the Spring 2021 release of MAK ONE, a whole-world synthetic
environment platform that can simulate individual training through multi-domain operations.
Get all the release details...

Scaling up with MAK Legion: An update on Legion progress
We’ve expanded our efforts to show that MAK Legion can bring greater scalability, as well as
cloud-deployability, to 3rd-party applications on the “entity generation” side, including game
engines, open-source simulation tools, live data feeds, and even COTS products from MAK’s
competitors.
A solid foundation to a bigger, better
world
Uncover why people are interested in
modeling the whole Earth, how game
engines need to adapt to support whole
Earth simulation, and what MAK has been
doing to model the entire round Earth for
more than 30 years.

Registration now open!
MAK Live Seminar: Simulating Multi-Domain Operations
April 27, 2021 | 9:00am SGT, 1:30pm EDT, 3:00 CET
This MAK Live Seminar is centered around simulating multi-domain operations with MAK
ONE. Choose from six breakout rooms to get insights from MAK Leadership, learn what’s
new in the Spring 2021 release of MAK ONE, grab a sneak peek at MAK Fires, create a
multi-domain exercise in MAK ONE, see MAK ONE in the cloud, and learn how to scale
into the millions of entities with MAK Legion.
Sign up today!

Tech Tip: Manage the flow of training
exercises with scenario events
Imagine that a commander of a security
force is being trained on what to look out for
while monitoring the safety of a public area
— specifically activity that might indicate a
bomb threat. A VR-Forces scenario event can
be used in two ways to model this type of
training exercise...

MAKer Spotlight: Alicia Combs, Director
of Programs
Meet Alicia Combs, MAK’s Director of
Programs based in our Orlando office.
Alicia oversees all of our programs with a
focus on managing contracts, interfacing
with customers, and assists with business
development including proposal writing.
Away from her desk, Alicia fills her free time
with adventure...

Introducing MAK’s
“Wallpaper of the Month”
Download yours today!

